Solve the mystery!

Ouchy the porcupine has lost his comb, but Dr. Watt knows where it is! Use the Morse code chart to solve the mystery.
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A: --- J: ---- S: ---
B: --- K: --- T: ---
C: --- L: --- U: ---
D: --- M: -- V: ----
E: .- N: -- W: ---
F: --- O: --- X: ---
G: --- P: --- Y: ---
H: --- Q: ---- Z: ---

Answer: The comb is at the park!
Help Hamster Holmes find the tiles!

10 of Rufus the owl’s tiles are missing from his new patio! Can you find and circle all 10 in this picture?
Spot the difference

Can you spot the differences between these two pictures?
Create your own design!

Rufus the owl and Dougie the mole used tiles to create pretty designs. Color in your own below!
Do you want to be a detective?

Here are some fun facts about fingerprints to help you solve your next case!

**Are prints only made with fingers?**

Even though the word “fingerprints” includes the word “finger,” there are other kinds of prints we humans make with our palms and toes and feet. Even the soles of our shoes make prints that can be used to solve a case!

**Do animals have fingerprints?**

Some animals have fingerprints, including koalas, chimpanzees, and gorillas. Koala fingerprints are very similar to human fingerprints. Sometimes it can be hard for detectives to tell if a print was made by a human or a koala!

**Do twins have matching fingerprints?**

Did you know there is one easy way to tell identical twins apart? Even if identical twins wear matching clothes and hairstyles and look exactly alike, each twin will have a unique set of fingerprints!